




Algebra 1 – Module 5, Topic 4 
Solving Multi-Step Linear Equations Algebraically
Hi, guys. Welcome to Algebra 1. It's time to start solving multi-step linear equations algebraically. We're going to start applying those properties of real numbers, and those properties of equality to work our way through these problems. You ready? Let's go.
Okay. To review a little bit about what exactly those properties of real numbers were, remember we had these, for example, distributive, associative, commutative, identity, inverse, and closure. For example, associative property of multiplication told us that I could multiply numbers together and the grouping didn't matter. Inverse property of addition, that told me that adding number's opposite is always 0. Oops, screen wanted to jump on me a little bit, let's get that straight over there. All right. Adding a number's opposite, or adding its inverse is always 0. If you look back at our other videos, our other lessons, we've got all of these explained really well for you, I just wanted to jog your memory a little bit.
Some more properties of real numbers, reflexive property. If you remember, that told us every number is equal to itself. The symmetric property that told us that if R equals S, then S equals R. Basically we could just flip order, or flip the sides of our equation. Again, these are all back on a previous lesson so you can get a good explanation about those there. Property of equality. For example, division. That told us if we had an equation R equals S, then R divided by T was the same as S divided by T. That we could divide our equation by the same thing on both sides, and it still stayed equal, or it stayed balanced.
We got through all these properties before so that you could have a really good understanding of them to help you move your way through solving multi-step linear equations. We going to apply those properties to find the solution to equations, for example, that may look like this. To help us get through it, I've got three steps for you. Any time you're faced with a linear equation, keep these steps in mind to guide you as you solve it.
First thing you want to look for is do you have any parentheses. If you do, you're going to want to apply the distributive property to clear the parentheses, we call it. To get rid of them, basically. Second thing you want to think about is do you have any like terms to combine. If you do, you want to. You want to combine the like terms that are on the same side of the equation to look at it in a more simple way to help you solve it. After you've done those first two steps, then you work your way through to isolating the variable. Once you get that variable all by itself, all isolated, you've solved your equation.
Let's try a couple. Back to the one you saw a second ago. We're going to solve for X. We have 3 times X minus 2, that quantity, plus 5 equals 14. Let me get some more room up here for us. Let's get that out of the way, let's move that up a bit. Okay. Now let's think about those steps. You remember the first step was to look and see if you had any parentheses. If you did, then you wanted to apply the distributive property to clear them. I'm going to do that first.
I see I have 3 times the quantity X minus 2. I'm going to apply the distributive property right here so I can get rid of these parentheses. 3 times X, I know that's 3X. 3 times -2, that's -6. Then just bring everything else down. Plus 5 equals 14. Okay. We've cleared the parentheses; we've gotten rid of them by using the distributive property.
Step 2 was to see if you had any like terms you can combine. Remember when you're solving an equation, you only want to apply the like terms, or combine the like terms, that are on the same side of your equation. For example, I'm going to go ahead and just draw this line here so that I can look at my equation as a left side and a right side.
On the left side I have 3X minus 6 plus 5. These two are constant terms, this -6 and this plus 5. I can combine them. I don't have any other terms on the left side that have an X, so I don't have any terms to combine with my 3X. I can combine these, this -6 and this +5. -6 plus 5, that's -1. I'm going to rewrite this as 3X minus 1 equals 14. We just combine those two like terms. 
We've handled the first two steps, now it's time to isolate the variable. We want to get this X all alone, all by itself. We're going to take a few steps to get there. In order to get the X by itself, we want to first get the 3X by itself. I'm going to put a little dotted circle around there just to help guide you a little bit. I'm trying to get that alone over here. I see I have a minus 1, which is stopping it from being alone over here. Think about how can I get rid of that minus 1.
I know I can add the same thing to each side of my equation and keep it balanced; it doesn't change the balance of it. I'm going to add plus 1, plus 1. I'm adding its inverse so I can get rid of it. Now essentially what happens is this -1 and this +1, that's just 0, so it just cancels out. I just wipe it out. All I'm left with on the left side is that 3X. I've got 3X. Now on my right side I have 14 plus 1. I know that that's 15. Let's slide this a little bit, get a little more space.
Now my equation is at the point where I have 3X equals 15. I want to get that X by itself. This is 3 times X, so what's the opposite of multiplying by 3? Divide by 3. Let's divide both sides of the equations by 3. That's going to allow us to cancel out those 3s, because 3 divided by 3, that's just 1. I'm just left with X on the left side equals 15 divided by 3, and that's 5. You're all done. You solved that linear equation. Scroll back up so you can remember what it was. 3 times that quantity X minus 2 plus 5 equals 14. You took all the necessary steps in order to get to your solution that X is 5. Good job. 
You'll probably see now why we call it a multi-step linear equation, because it's going to take multiple steps to solve it. Like most things in math, there's more than one way to get to this answer. I'm just showing you the way that works best for me, the way that helps me process these.
Second one. We're solving for X again. We have 3/5X plus 11 equals 17. I know your eyes probably shot right to that fraction, but don't let it bug you, we're going to handle it. Don't worry. Let's get a few things out of our way here. Let's start solving.
Remember the first step was to see if you had any parentheses. You look and see that you don't. You remember the second step was to combine like terms. You do have like terms. You see you have these two constant terms, but remember you only want to combine like terms that are on the same side your equation. Remember how we split it to help us? That 11 and that 17, those are on opposite sides of my equation. I can't combine those. Now basically I'm at step 3, start isolating the variable. I know I'm trying to get the 3/5X by itself. Really the X by itself, but I know I have to start by getting the 3/5X by itself.
I have a 3/5X plus 11 equals 17. You think about it like this. What's the opposite of adding 11? What's the inverse operation? The inverse to this +11. -11. Subtract 11 from both sides. Now that's wiped out, and I'm just going to bring down that 3/5X because now it's the only thing over here on the left side. Equals, on the right I have 17 minus 11. That's 6. Now I'm at 3/5X equals 6.
Here's where I'm going to tell you with this fraction, because now we've got to attack it. Instead of thinking about it like a fraction, think about it like a division problem. It's like 3 divided 5 times X equals 6. You first want to get rid of that denominator. What's the opposite of dividing by 5? Multiplying by 5. I'm going to multiply the left side by 5, and the right side by 5. What's going to happen here is it's going to allow me to cancel out these 5s. All I'm left with is 3X. I have 3X equals 6 times 5. That's 30.
We're at the finish line. Now we have 3X equals 30. What's the opposite of multiplying by 3? Divide by 3. Solving equations is all about those inverse operations. You basically want to do the opposite of what you see going on in your equation in order to help you get to your answer. Now these 3s are going to cancel out, and I'm just left with X equals 30 divided by 3. That's 10. In math we usually like to put our answer in a little square or something. Okay. If I scroll back up, our equation 3/5X plus 11 equals 17, the solution to that is that X equals 10.
Let's try one more. All right, here we go. We're solving for X again, and we have 4X minus 9 equals 10X plus 21. Let's get a few things out of our way here. We call this an equation with variables on both sides, and usually people find it kind of challenging to solve, because there's different kind of steps that you take to solve it. We're not going to get too apprehensive; we're going to get through this.
I'm going to start out by splitting right down the middle, right along my equal sign. Your goal when you're solving an equation with variables on both sides is you want to get your variables on one side, and you want to get your numbers on the other side. Usually people like to see their variables on the left, but you know it doesn't matter because you can always use the symmetric property. Your variable could be on the right, it doesn't matter.
I'm going to start out by saying my goal is to get to X equals some number. This is where I'm trying to get to with this equation. I'm saying basically I want my variables on the left side. I see the 4X is already on the left, but that 10X is on the right. You know we can't just move it over there even though you may want to. We've got to use one of our properties of equalities to get rid of this 10X from the right side.
Since it's positive, it's a +10X, what's the inverse of +10X? -10X, right. The inverse operation I'm going to perform here is to subtract this 10X from both sides of my equation. What happens is now that 10X minus 10X completely wiped out, and that was my goal. I just wanted my numbers over here. I'll just bring down that 21. Now we want to handle the left side. 4X minus 10X, it's going to be negative, but so what? We're fine with negative numbers. 4X minus 10X, that's -6X. Bring down that minus 9, equals 21.
Now you may start to feel a little more comfortable here. This style of equation probably looks more familiar to you. Now our goal is to get that variable, that X, all alone on the left side. First I know I need to start by getting this -6X alone on that side. I see I have a subtract 9, a minus 9 over here. What's the opposite of subtracting 9? What's the inverse operation? Good, add 9. Plus 9 and plus 9, got to keep it balanced, so you want to add 9 to both sides. That -9 plus 9 wipes out, and you're just left with -6X equals 21 plus 9. That's 30, and there's just one more step left to do here.
I have -6 times X, so what's the opposite of multiplying by -6? Right, dividing by -6. I'm going to divide by -6, divide by -6. My -6s wipe out, and I'm just left with X, like I wanted, and then the number. 30 divided by -6, that's -5. The solution here, that mystery number, is -5. That is the solution to that multi-step equation. 4X minus 9 equals 10X plus 21. Solution is X equals -5.
I do believe that it is your turn. Press pause and take your time, take a few minutes. Work your way through these problems. When you're ready to compare your answers with mine, go ahead and press play.
All right, let's see how you did. For number 1, your answer, let's get the little pointer tool, was X equals -4. That was the solution to that one. For number 2, X equaled 2, and for number 3, X equals 3. All right. If you want to see how I got these answers, then stay with me and I will show you. Actually, let's get that out of the way, move that up a little bit.
I follow those 3 steps. First thing I did was I cleared my parentheses, apply the distributive property. 4 times X, that's 4X. 4 times 1, that's 4 minus 9 equals 11. Then I saw, let's go ahead and get that line there, that I had like terms I could combine on the left side. I combine this +4 and that -9, which is -5. 4 minus 9 is -5. 4X minus 5 equals 11. Then I knew I wanted that 4X to get all by itself, so I did the opposite of subtracting 5, which was adding 5 to both sides. -5 and that +5 wipe out, and you're just left with your 4X. Going to scroll for a little room here. 4X equals 11 plus 5, that's 16. My final step was dividing both sides by 4. Just left me with X on the left side equals 16 divided by 4 is 4. That is how I got that first solution, that X equals 4.
Let me show you how I got the second one. Here I had a fraction, let's get a few things out of our way here. All righty. When I looked at it, I didn't have any parentheses to clear. I didn't have any like terms that I could combine, because I didn't have like terms on the same side of my equation. I jumped right to isolating the variable. I saw here I had 5/2X minus 3 equals 2. I started out by adding 3 to both sides. Canceled out there. I brought down that 5/2X equals 2 plus 3, that's 5. You remember I said I treat a fraction like a division problem. This is like 5 divided by 2 times X equals 5. The opposite of dividing by 2, multiply by two, both sides. 2s cancel out, so you're just left with 5X equals 5 times 2, that's 10. My final step, I have 5X equals 10, and you divide both sides by 5 so I can get that X by itself. 
Let's scroll a little bit so I have room to write the solution. I have X equals 10 divided by 5, that's 2. That's how I got the second answer.
Now number 3. 7X plus 4 equals 5X plus 10. Let's get a few things out of our way to get some room to work. This was one of those kinds of equations where you had variables on both sides. I split down the middle. Like I said, it doesn't matter which side you get your Xs on, and which side you get your numbers on. I just typically go with variables on the left, numbers on the right. Variables on the right and numbers on the left is completely okay, based on the symmetric property.
I started out, since I knew I wanted my variables on the left, by subtracting 5X from both sides. That allowed me to cancel those terms out right there. I just brought down that 10 equals 7X minus 5X, that's 2X. Then I brought down the plus 4. I know I'm trying to get at isolating that 2X, put it in a little dotted circle. The next step I took was to subtract 4 from each side. Minus 4, minus 4. Let's scroll a little bit and then let's erase that. Then let's move this down a bit so we can have a little more room to do some more work. Let's click off of it, it's going to move on me. There we go.
When I subtracted 4 from each side, that allowed me to cancel that out. Just brought down the 2X equals 10 minus 4, that's 6. Then I'm at my final step. I have 2X equals 6, so I have to divide each side by 2. 2s cancel out, now we're just left with X. 6 divided by 2, mystery number is 3. That's how I got that solution to number 3. Let's put it in a little rectangle so it stands out.
Okay, guys, I hope you're feeling comfortable on the solving multi-step linear equations. I hope to see you back here soon for some more Algebra 1. Bye.

